
Design Trade Professionals: We aim to keep our designs in stock and ready to ship quickly for projects on a tight timeline. 
Designs may be customized with COM and alternate finishes (minimum quantities may apply). Visit guscontract.com for 

more information about our Trade & Contract programs.

Palma End Table

An exploration of materials and craftsmanship, our Palma Tables combine a coastal-modern 
ethos with Scandinavian aesthetics. These contemporary accents have a perimeter wrapped 

expertly with Danish cord, an old-world technique that was embraced enthusiastically by 
Mid-century designers for its sustainability, durability and warm texture. The cord, derived 

from natural wood fiber, is woven continuously to create a dynamic visual rhythm that feels 
simultaneously solid and airy. Palma’s top is crafted with solid American Oak details, finished 
by hand with a beautiful matte stain. Available as a coffee table and end table, which can be 

arranged separately or together as a sculptural set.
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Palma End Table

* Wood finish

• Sustainable Danish cord is wrapped around a durable, powder-coated metal frame.
• Tabletop is constructed with engineered wood core for strength and stability, surface-faced 

with thick, real wood veener.
• Solid wood details on the underside of the tabletop allow for a rounded edge profile.
• Tables are finished with Rubio® Monocoat ‐ a durable, matte, oil‐based protector designed to  

highlight the beauty of natural wood.
• Wood finish is certified 0% VOC and is an all-natural, environmentally friendly product.
• Surface can be revitalized as desired. Visit Rubio® Monocoat website for more information.
• Non-marking leveler feet can be adjusted for stability on uneven floor surfaces.
• It is normal for solid wood to expand and shrink as a result of variations in environmental  

humidity. A consistent humidity level of approximately 50% is recommended to prevent  
cracks and surface splits.

• Wood is a natural material, with variations in grain pattern and colour that make each  
design unique.


